Accelerating the Development
of Novel Therapeutics
for Complex Indications
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Life-changing treatments
shouldn’t take a lifetime
to develop.

Precision for Medicine accelerates
the development and approval
of innovative therapies with a
comprehensive range of clinical and
contract research organization (CRO)
services to meet the needs of the most
critically ill patients.

Over the past 20 years, our
industry-leading medical,
operational, and regulatory
experts have successfully
applied novel clinical trial
designs, formulated
value-added biomarker
solutions, and uncovered
life-changing insights that
propel theory to therapy.
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Applying strategic improvements at key stages of development
For new therapies, the average
time-to-approval is 10 years.

no single solution can reliably impact
development timelines.

With more complex trials, increasing
regulatory scrutiny, and growing
demand for patient centricity,

Our end-to-end approach and
global team of experts enable us to
engage with multiple touchpoints

across the entire lifecycle of
therapeutic development, helping to
shorten your time to approval and
time to patient impact.

Accelerate Approval, Realize More

Maximize patient, sponsor, and investor value with
comprehensive expertise across the development cycle

Clinical Trials

Manufacturing

Specialty Labs

Data Sciences

Biospecimens

Commercialization

Precision’s Services Suite

2700

+

EMPLOYEES

70

+

COUNTRIES
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40

OFFICES

CLINICAL TRIALS

Complexity is our playground and research is our passion
Precision excels at managing complex clinical trials for advanced therapies, delivering integrated services designed
to drive precision medicine forward.

Rare Disease

Oncology and Immuno-Oncology

Therapeutic expertise to support the most complex development plans

Autoimmune Disease

CNS and Neurology

Integrating clinical and translational pathways to deliver
comprehensive expertise at every step
2%

1%
23%

] Clinical development planning and consulting
] Complex basket, master protocol, and umbrella
trial management

23%

] Biomarker-driven clinical trial strategy and execution
] Companion diagnostic development and go-tomarket strategy

34%
Phase I

] Regulatory affairs strategy

17%

Phase I/II

Phase II

Phase III

] Relationships with key academic centers

Phase IV

153k 19k
PATIENTS

Other

542

SITES

PROJECTS
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61

%

INT’L STUDIES

MANUFACTURING

Pioneers in advanced therapy manufacturing
Leading the manufacturing strategy and execution of GMP compliant advanced therapy with cutting-edge
modular, emerging bioreactor, and single-use technologies.

40

+

Facility builds
and capital
expansions with
over $4B in
investment in
past four years

25

Manufacturing
strategy
initiatives led

80

+

CDMO
engagements
selected and
managed as
client’s owner
representative

20

Make versus
buy analyses
performed

+
+

Industry leader in biomanufacturing strategy and execution
We are optimizing the
manufacturing of 100+ life-saving
therapies across biologics, rare
and ultra-rare diseases, as well as
chronic cell and gene therapies.

Manufacturing Execution

Technical Operations Strategy

] Capital Projects, Facility

] Due Diligence, Pipeline
Evaluation, and Mobilization

] Builds and Tech Transfers
] Quality, Regulatory, and
Compliance
] Engineering and Automation
] Validation
] Reliability, Maintenance, and
Asset Management

Explore our
advanced therapy
manufacturing
playbook

] GMP Infrastructure Startup
and Support
] Business Infrastructure
] Make vs. Buy Analysis
] Program Management

Whether considering in-house or contract manufacturing, our team will help you
determine the best strategy for your organization. We’ve helped build the largest cell
and gene therapy manufacturing footprint in the world, including facilities from 5,000
to more than 500,000 square feet.
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SPECIALTY LABS

Globally recognized innovators in biomarker-driven development
Precision provides holistic solutions for the entirety of your clinical development across a broad range of sample
types, modalities, and analytical techniques.

DNA

RNA

Protein

Cells

Tissue

Driven by innovation, grounded in science
We leverage both established and
proprietary technologies to develop
and validate biomarker assays and
offer direct access to Precision’s
own experts who created these
value-added approaches.
Epiontis IDSM
Immune-cell phenotyping and
monitoring
ApoStreamTM
Isolate circulating tumor cells (CTCs)
QuartzBio®
Integrate, analyze, and unlock
biomarker data

500

+

TOTAL PROGRAMS

An unrivaled infrastructure for
uncompromised insights

Specialty lab and biomarker
assay services

To fulfill all sample-related collection
needs throughout a clinical trial, we
built a global end-to-end network,
powered by logistical expertise,
to ensure the safe movement,
processing, and storage of samples.

] Immune Monitoring
] Flow Cytometry
] Genomics
] Tissue and Liquid Biopsy

] Bioanalytical Testing
Together with specialized techniques
] Cytokine Analysis
and a broad range of technology
for instrument-based analyses, we
can extract meaningful biomarker
data from each precious sample
throughout the entirety of the
development lifecycle.
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20

+

NA & EU LABS

YEARS OF
GLOBAL TRIALS
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SAMPLE
PROCESSING LABS

DATA SCIENCE

Turning data chaos into insight
Our QuartzBio team supports clinical trials and scientific insight generation by integrating clinical, PK, and biomarker
data, together with sample metadata, in a translational hub.

Turning the right data into rich insights
] Rapid deployment delivers
sponsor-centric visibility across
complex data ecosystem in
<30 days
] >90% client retention
Biomarker Data Management

With our technology-enabled,
web-based data management
solution, we enable clinical and
translational teams to collaborate,
export, and explore data
themselves.
] Currently supporting >200 active
clinical programs
] Historical experience comprises
hundreds of studies and
thousands of biomarker data sets

Gain rapid insights when they’re
needed most with smart data
mapping technology and highly
adaptable connectors to link
data per study subject, cohort, or
biomarker-defined subgroup.
Virtual Sample Inventory
Management
] Flexible solution links data across
source systems, file types, and
data owners, across various
storage solutions over the life of
a trial

Gain centralized visibility into
sample collection, processing,
and storage status across sites,
labs, and biorepositories. Detect
discrepancies early to maximize your
] Compliant infrastructure supports data generation potential.
21 CFR part 11, GDPR, GCP,
and sponsor-specific protocols
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BIOSPECIMENS

Quality science begins with quality biospecimens
Thousands of IRB-approved, clinically annotated biospecimens ready to ship same day to your lab.

Blood, Biofluids, and Derivatives

Tissues

Viable Cells

Diseased and healthy human blood,
plasma, serum, CSF, stool, ascites fluid,
saliva, urine, and more

Pathologist-verified, fresh, frozen, and
fixed tissue specimens from healthy
and diseased human subjects

HLA-typed cellular products including
PBMCs, BMMCs, Leukopaks,
DTCs, and more

Remnant Diagnostic Specimens

Liquid Biopsy

Custom Biospecimen Collections

Remnant laboratory specimens
characterized by FDA-cleared and
ROW assays

Comprehensive services including kitting,
collection, processing, and profiling from
your patients or ours

Global clinical network, regulatory
approved, and ready to enroll

Partner to more than 1600 companies and 14,000 research projects
We own one of the world’s most extensive biobanks and sample collection networks, capable of meeting the
stringent needs of any disease research program. Whether using specimens for assay development, bench
research, or generating big data for your research or development studies, we deliver.
Study specimen collection kits:

Biostorage solutions:

Simplify enrollment, maximize
specimen insights, and elevate
data quality using our robust study
kit design, distribution and tracking
capabilities.

Spend more time researching and
less time managing specimens.
We have on-site storage capacities
of more than 100,000,000
specimens and on-demand webbased reporting.

25

MILLION BIOSPECIMENS
MANAGED
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Companion diagnostic and IVD
development:
Supporting regulatory and
submissions strategies, through to
commercialization and consultancy,
including market access and
consulting strategies to support
go-to-market.

COMMERCIALIZATION

Driving commercial success in a value-based world
Meet Precision Value & Health, our team dedicated to driving commercialization strategies and
execution for sponsors.

Optimizing Gross to Net

Driving Brand Adoption

Establishing Evidence

Utilizing unique analytics-based
solutions to inform patient journeys,
payer projections, as well as global
pricing, contracting, and marketaccess strategies

Developing brand strategies,
messaging, and engagement tactics
to turn disruptive medical innovations
into trusted treatments that change
the standard of care

Generating strategic, innovative,
credible, and relevant evidence
to support the development and
commercialization of novel
healthcare innovations

Communicating the Science

Enabling Access

Accelerating the Value of Data

Delivering medical and scientific
communications that effectively
interpret and translate the science of
medicine throughout the commercial
life cycle

Advancing market access marketing
through experiential strategy, effective
value demonstration, and market
access resource development

Optimizing value realization by
enabling data science, leveraging
analytics and innovating with
technology to transform the way you
connect with customers

Specialized services spanning the innovation and
commercialization continuum
From payers to health systems,
scientists to healthcare providers,
and consumers to advocates,
our results are designed to shift
the trajectory and accelerate
your success.

] Unlock your commercial potential
by mastering complex data sets

With integrated expertise, spanning
market access, advanced decisionmaker analytics, health economics,
go-to-market strategies, and
marketing communications, we put
continuous and quantifiable results
at your fingertips.

] Demonstrate real-world value
by developing life-changing
evidence
] Translate your evidence to benefit
patients, payers, providers, and
investors
] Successfully launch your product
and realize its impact on patient
outcomes

400

+

PROJECTS
COMPLETED

100

30

+

+

LAUNCHES

THERAPEUTIC
AREAS
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Precision’s
2700

+

7

EMPLOYEES

SP
LA

40

55

+

OFFICES

COUNTRIES WITH
ACTIVE SAMPLE
LOGISTICS
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Clinical Reach

SAMPLE
PROCESSING
LABS

Precision Labs
Sample Processing Labs
Offices/Entities
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Global Reach

7

PECIALTY
ABS

70+

COUNTRIES

100,000,000

+

SPECIMEN STORAGE CAPACITY
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Complexity is
our playground.
Precision
medicine is
our passion.

Unlock the full impact of
Precision’s aligned services

Realize More
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WHERE WE PIONEER

We bring together our market-leading experts in early development, biologic manufacturing, and commercialization
strategies to address the complex challenges of developing cell and gene therapies.
With interconnected services and immersed teams, Precision is uniquely equipped to support and protect the
uninterrupted advance of your therapy.

50

clinical studies
conducted in the last
2 years

70

%

of approved cell and
gene therapies on the
market supported
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+

unique
manufacturing builds
supported

] Design and execution of cell
and gene therapy studies

] Evidence-based solutions and
value demonstration

] Technical operations strategy

] Specialty laboratory services,
including assay development

] Strategies for pricing, access,
payment, and distribution

] Program management

] Companion diagnostic
development and commercial
strategy

] Engagement solutions,
communication, and promotion

] Biomarker and translational
intelligence with proprietary
technology

] Manufacturing execution
] Engineering and compliance

] Economic modeling based on
real-world evidence

WE ANTICIPATE LIKELY OBSTACLES AND MAKE THE NECESSARY PREPARATIONS
TO SUCCESSFULLY BRING YOUR CELL OR GENE THERAPY TO MARKET.
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WHERE WE INNOVATE

Oncology and Immuno-Oncology
Precision was purpose-built to support the unique demands of personalized medicine drug development, from
discovery and clinical development, through manufacturing, commercialization, and beyond.
Top Indications at a Glance*
Breast
Lung, Non-Small Cell

38

Colorectal
Multiple Myeloma

33

Ovarian
Lymphoma, Non-Hodgkin’s
Head/Neck

26

Pancreas

53

37
37

Advanced Solid Tumor
Melanoma

48

29
28
28

*Additional indications of >15 clinical trials include: Renal, Leukemia (Acute Myelogenous), Gastric, CNS (Glioblastoma), Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Prostate,
Myelodysplastic Syndrome, Bladder, Lung (Small Cell).

Our Experience by
Clinical Phase
21% 21%

Our Experience by
Cancer Type

Active Project
Dashboard

51

%

65% 65%

ARE INTERNATIONAL

65%

10% 10%

ARE ADAPTIVE DESIGN

69% 69%
35% 35%
Early Development
Early Development
PhasePhase
II
Phase
II
Phase
III
III

Hematologic
Hematologic
Solid Tumour
Solid Tumour

>80%

IMMUNO-ONCOLOGY
ENDPOINTS

Our suite of
aligned services,
Precision
Convergence,
combines worldclass teams and
technologies
to support your
research and
development
requirements.

THERAPEUTIC
THERAPEUTIC
CLASS
CLASS
EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE

Broad expertise across a wide range of drug class and study designs
] Oncolytic viruses
] Cell therapies (CAR-T, TCR, etc)
] Companion Dx
] Radiopharmaceutical

] Complex biomarker
driven studies

] FIH studies

] Basket studies

] Combination checkpoint
inhibitor studies

] Escalation to expansion studies

] Adaptive designs (basket)
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WHERE WE REIMAGINE

Rare and Orphan Diseases
Rare and orphan disease clinical trials come with an urgency and responsibility to extract meaningful, high-quality
data from each precious patient and data point. As experts in running ultra-rare clinical trials, we have the tools,
experience and patient recruitment expertise required to build the bridge to a successful trial.

Rare Experience by
Clinical Phase

Rare Studies by
Therapeutic Area

20%

62

Oncology

31

Cardiovascular
CNS

24

Autoimmune/Inflammation

23

19%

38%
23%
Phase I

17

Metabolic/Endocrinology

Phase II

Phase III

10

Other
Infectious Diseases

Other

4

Precision’s unique approach to rare indications
Obtaining the most elusive information to answer the
most complex questions.
From ultra-rare and pediatrics to cell and gene therapy, our expertise can
enhance your proof points. Our extensive experience running rare disease
clinical trials shows that no two studies are the same, opening the door for
personalized solutions from research to realization.
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WHERE WE OUTPERFORM

CNS and Neuroscience
Cross-disciplinary teams ensure that we anticipate roadblocks; industry pioneers help develop novel solutions to
complex issues; together we accelerate the development timeline of CNS therapies.

60
+
95
+
600
+
65

Experience by Phase

32%

5%
63%
Early Development

Phase II

Phase III

CLINICAL TRIAL
PROJECTS
CNS
PUBLICATIONS
IN THE LAST 5
YEARS
CNS
COMMERCIALIZATION
PROJECTS IN THE
LAST 4 YEARS
UNIQUE CNS
CLIENTS

Expanded CNS and neuroscience teams deliver expertise across 35+ disease states
Neurodegenerative Diseases

Psychiatry

Acute and Chronic Pain

] Alzheimer’s Disease

] Traumatic Brain Injury

] Major Depressive Disorder

] Parkinson’s Disease

] Multiple Sclerosis

] Bipolar Depression

] Ataxia

] Neuropathic Pain

] PTSD

] Fragile X Syndrome

] Migraine

] OCD

] And others

] And others

] And others

We support sponsors in
developing robust multiparameter biomarker strategies
for therapeutic development by
incorporating the latest discoveries
in neurology biomarkers together
with advancements in biomarker
detection technology.

Our proprietary and advanced
biomarker detection platforms
power CNS and neuroscience
research.

state-of-the art and proprietary
technology platforms to enable
detection of the most relevant and
actionable neurology biomarkers.

In addition to many standard
biomarker detection and analysis
platforms (eg, flow cytometry,
ELISA), Precision utilizes
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WHERE WE EXCEL

Autoimmune Disease
Precision’s diverse expertise and aligned services are ideally suited to help accelerate the development of novel
autoimmune therapeutics, working together to understand, predict, and monitor immune system responses.

Experience by Phase

Autoimmune Clinical Experience Overview

22%

9%

] Crohn’s Disease

] Rheumatoid Arthritis

] GvHD

] Celiac Disease

] Psoriasis

] Atopic Dermatitis

] Ulcerative Colitis

] Myasthenia Gravis

] Asthma

] Peanut Allergy

] Lupus

] Irritable Bowel
Disease

] Behcet’s Syndrome

69%

] Sjogren’s Syndrome

Early Development

Phase II

] Multiple
Sclerosis

Phase III

] Diabetes
] NASH

Leverage immune monitoring solutions to dive deeper.
Using built-to-scale immune
monitoring solutions, you can
maximize the impact of this essential
strategy as your study needs evolve.
Our expert data scientists and
proprietary QuartzBio® platform
works to generate sophisticated

pathway analyses that clarify
complex disease biology across a
diverse range of applications:
] Cytokine Profiling
] Cell-Based Immunophenotyping

] Sequencing
] Circulating Tumor Markers
] Immunohistochemistry
] Multiplex Immunofluorescence

] Gene Expression

PRECISION FOR MEDICINE CAN SUPPORT YOU ACROSS THE SPECTRUM WITH ALIGNED
SERVICES OPTIMIZED TO ADD VALUE TO YOUR AUTOIMMUNE DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
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Innovation is
in our DNA.
At Precision, we continue to invest in
technology and partnerships that elevate
our ability to add value to sponsors
and speeds therapies for patients.

Proprietary programs and technologies, plus paradigm-shifting partnerships
Access
Experience Team
Leverage former
market access
decision-makers

ApoStream™
Isolate circulating
tumor cells (CTCs)

EpiontisIDSM
Phenotype
and monitor
immune cells

Biomarker Data
Management

Deep Lens

Integrate, analyze,
and unlock your
biomarker data

Customized
insights into
specific patient
populations

Virtual Sample
Inventory
Management

Trialbee

Enhance sample
visibility and maximize
data generation

Transforming
reach and
representation
in clinical trial
recruitment

Clinical Science Analytics
and Insights
Examine data holistically
with indication-specific
standards

Precision Site Network
Partner with world-leading
investigators and research
organizations
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Pursuing our passion for
all patients, everywhere.
Patients are important
stakeholders and clinical
trials must evolve to improve
participation and representation.
Decentralized clinical trial strategies
are essential to the growth and

evolution of research. By shifting
our focus toward improving
experiences, we can reduce the
burden of study participation on
patients and caregivers, lower the
barrier to entry for those living in
remote areas, and work to improve
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diversity in clinical study enrollment.
Creating more representative
populations not only improves the
data we collect, but it increases the
potential to make a life-changing
impact on those who need it most.

A partner with shared principles…
Client Service | Purpose | Accountability | Mutual Respect | Collaboration

…and a shared passion for patients.

Download your
digital copy

precisionformedicine.com
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